
Domain Adaptation for Rare Classes Augmented with Synthetic Samples

  1. BACKGROUND
· rare classes can be augmented with synthetic 

samples to improve classification performance
· context camera-trap dataset of animals, with 

synthetically augmented rare deer class [1]

· problem feature distributions of synthetic deer 
samples and real deer samples are not similar

· objective reduce domain discrepancy between 
real and synthetic deer samples using domain 
adaptation

4. CONCLUSION
· DeerDANN and DeerCORAL have higher deer 

classification accuracies than the baselines
· both models have similar average accuracies 

for the other animal classes
· DeerDANN has the largest trans+ deer accuracy 

improvement, justifying sending only deer to the 
discriminator

· both methods require fewer synthetic samples 
than the baseline to achieve higher deer 
accuracies
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 DeerDANN
· train a feature extractor F, domain discriminator 

D and classifier C adversarially on S and T [2]

· modification  only deer samples enter D
· minimize classification loss of C and maximize 

domain confusion loss of D

· split real and synthetic data in source and target 
domains S and T (see Fig. 1)

· two domain adaptation variations: DeerDANN 
and DeerCORAL, to generate more similar 
features distributions of real and synthetic deer

  2. METHODS

Fig 2. DeerDANN architecture. Dashed lines indicate deer. Fig 3. DeerCORAL architecture.

Fig 1. Organisation of training data and synthetic samples 
in source and target domains.

  DeerCORAL
· incorporate correlation alignment (CORAL) loss 

term in classifier [3]

· CORAL loss term represents distance between 
second order statistics of S and T

· minimize classification loss and CORAL loss
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· using ImageNet-pretrained ResNet50 as F, fully 
connected (1024-1024-2) layers as D and fully 
connected (1024-12) layers as C 

· comparison with Inception v3 baseline trained on 
original dataset and augmented dataset (10k 
synthetic deer):

  3. RESULTS
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Fig 4. Comparison of DeerDANN (8k syn deer), DeerCORAL 
(2k syn deer) and Inception baselines (0 and 10k syn deer). 
Cis and trans+ respectively represent camera locations 
seen and unseen in the training set.


